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DISCOVER THE POSSIBILITIES

One e-tuk many possibilities! Whether you sell food or drinks, display products or simply do outdoor marketing and promotions our Vendo e-tuk is the next big thing in the market.
RIDE, SELL, SLEEP & REPEAT

**e-tuks Are Crowd Magnets**

Our e-tuks are just simply beautiful. People are instantly attracted by their exotic looks which makes sales and a whole lot easier.

**We Care for The Environment!**

Our e-tuks are 100% electric and available with both lead acid and lithium battery drive trains.

**One e-tuk, Many Possibilities**

From selling coffees on Monday to selling champagne on a Friday. Our e-tuk can become anything you desire. As we say #discoverthe possibilities.

**Just Sell ! (Anywhere)**

Indoor, Outdoors (on a ship). One of the biggest advantages of our e-tuks is, you can potentially take it anywhere. e-tuks are allowed to be used indoors at a lot of places such as shopping centers, movie theatres etc.

**High ROI**

Low maintenance cost, cheap and clean electric fuel coupled with the additional marketing value, our etuk provides a solid business case with a high ROI.
HOW TO CREATE AN e-FOOD TUK

STEP 1
IT ALL STARTS WITH A e-TUK VENDO

Vendo box door configuration

- Park
  - Lefthand side: canopy door
  - Rear: double door
  - Righthand side: canopy door

- Street
  - Lefthand side: single door
  - Rear: canopy door
  - Righthand side: canopy door

- Canopy
  - Lefthand side: canopy door
  - Rear: canopy door
  - Righthand side: canopy door
STEP 2
ADD AN e-TUK CONCEPT
All e-tuk concepts by - Food Truck Company

- Efficient electrical installation with silent mobile generator
- Sink, Cold water
- Water installation with clean & black water tanks level indicators
- Connection to unlimited external power and water supply
SALAD
For freshly prepared salad.

CHAMPAGNE
For serving a variety of wines and champagne.
STEP 3
START SELLING
WHY A “FOOD TUK” IS EVEN BETTER THAN A FOOD TRUCK

“Beyond the food truck – a “food tuk” will lower your startup and maintenance costs.”

“While eTuks have uses in many types of industries, one of the most fascinating applications for entrepreneurs is setting up food, beverage, or vendor businesses.”

“The eTuk was the focus of our ‘taste and believe’ marketing strategy and we couldn’t have been more thrilled with the brand exposure and media attention [it] received throughout the year.”

-Alison Salvati, Bhakti Chai
#Discoverthepossibilities
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